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Abstract
In this paper we consider the problem of optimal transportation of absolutely continuous
masses in the Heisenberg group Hn; in the case when the cost function is either the square of
the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance or the square of the Kora´nyi norm. In both cases we show
existence and uniqueness of an optimal transport map. In the former case the proof requires a
delicate analysis of minimizing geodesics of the group and of the differentiability properties of
the squared distance function. In the latter case the proof requires some ﬁne properties of BV
functions in the Heisenberg group.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of optimal transportation, raised by G. Monge at the end of the
XVIII century, has received a lot of attention in recent years, due to the ever growing
number of applications of the theory of optimal transportation (see for instance
[12,30,35]). In the Monge formulation, rephrased and generalized in modern
mathematical terms, we are given two Borel probability measures m; n in a
topological space X and we minimize
c/
Z
X
cðx;cðxÞÞ dmðxÞ
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among all transport maps c; i.e., all Borel maps c : X-X such that c#m ¼ n (c
pushes m into n; i.e., nðBÞ ¼ mðc1ðBÞÞ for all Borel set B). Here cðx; yÞ is given and
represents the cost for shipping a unit of mass from x to y (cðx; yÞ ¼ jx  yj in
Monge’s formulation).
The main difﬁculty in attacking the problem is due to the fact that, even when a
linear structure is available, the condition c#m ¼ n is genuinely nonlinear with
respect to c; and this reﬂects into the fact that the class of transport maps is not
closed with respect to any reasonable weak topology. A major breakthrough came in
1942 with Kantorovich’s approach to the problem: he proposed to consider the
larger class Pðm; nÞ of transport plannings, i.e., probability measures c in X  X such
that p0#c ¼ m and p1#c ¼ n (p0; p1 : X  X-X being the canonical projections on
the ﬁrst and on the second factor) and to minimize
c/
Z
XX
cðx; yÞ dcðx; yÞ
in the class of transport plannings. Note that any transport map c induces via the
map ðId  cÞðxÞ :¼ ðx;cðxÞÞ a planning c with the same cost, deﬁned by ðId  cÞ#m:
Due to the linearity of the new constraint, existence of generalized solutions holds
under quite general assumptions, for instance if X is a Polish space and c is lower
semicontinuous and bounded from below.
Kantorovich’s approach also leads to a dual formulation of the optimal transport
problem of paramount importance. In fact, almost all proofs of the existence of
optimal transport maps either make use of this dual formulation or use necessary
and sufﬁcient optimality conditions for optimal plannings to show that any optimal
planning is induced by a transport (see [6–8,14,15,24,29,32,33] but the bibliography
is not exhaustive).
Conﬁning our discussion to the case when ðX ; dÞ is a metric space and cðx; yÞ ¼
dðx; yÞp with p41 (the case p ¼ 1 is quite delicate, see [3] and the references therein),
the most general existence result available so far is due to Mc Cann [24]: it states that
if ðM; gÞ is a compact C3 Riemannian manifold and d is the induced Riemannian
distance, then there is existence and uniqueness of an optimal transport map
provided the initial measure m is absolutely continuous with respect to volM ; the
volume measure of the manifold. Moreover, the optimal transport map can be
characterized by the equation
cðxÞ ¼ expxðrjðxÞÞ for m-a:e: xAM; ð1:1Þ
where expx is the Riemannian exponential and j is a c-concave map (see Section 4
for terminology). The main technical difﬁculty to be overcame is the lack of
differentiability in the large for the cost function (due to the compactness of the
manifold): the clever proof uses some tools of nonsmooth analysis and the fact that,
for x close to y; the geodesics are unique and the squared distance function is C2
(here the smoothness assumption on M plays a role). This leads to semiconcavity
estimates for the distance function which are a good substitute, in the situation at
hand, for classical differentiability.
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It would be quite interesting to extend this result to the class of stratiﬁed Carnot
groups, arising in a very precise sense (see for instance [5,17]) as limits of Riemannian
manifolds. In this setting uniqueness of geodesics is lost even in the small, as the
example of the Heisenberg group Hn (the simplest model of noncommutative Carnot
group) shows.
Since no general strategy for attacking this problem seems by now available, in
this paper we investigate the optimal transportation problem in the Heisenberg
group Hn; considering for simplicity only the power p ¼ 2 (but see Section 7) and
two natural distances on Hn: The ﬁrst distance we consider is the Carnot–
Carathe´odory distance dc; a very natural object in connection with the Riemannian
approximation mentioned above. The second distance dg is the so-called gauge
distance induced by the Kora`nyi norm; this distance is very natural as well, as the
fundamental solution of the Kohn sublaplacian is a function of dgð0; xÞ (see [13]). In
both cases we show existence and uniqueness of an optimal transport map, assuming
that m is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure of the group
(a constant multiple of the Lebesgue measure L2nþ1 on R2nþ1 in exponential
coordinates) and a natural nondegenaracy condition (see (5.2)).
Our proof works for quite different reasons, depending on the choice of the
distance, and is based on the explicit computation of the minimal geodesics in Hn: In
the case of the distance dc we use the fact that the unit ball has a cusp-like singularity
(see Lemma 3.16), while in the case of the distance dg we use the smoothness of the
norm to derive intrinsic BVH estimates on the Kantorovich dual potential j;
applying some results of [2] on BVH functions on stratiﬁed groups.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall basic facts on
distances, differentiability and geodesics in Hn: In particular, we introduce suitable
‘‘spherical coordinates’’ on Hn and compute the partial derivatives of dcð0; 
Þ in this
system of coordinates. In Section 4 we use these analytic tools to study the c-
superdifferential of c-concave maps when cðx; yÞ is either dcðx; yÞ2=2 or dgðx; yÞ2=2;
very much in the spirit of [15]. In particular, we show that for m-a.e. x there is a
unique y such that ðx; yÞ belongs to the c-superdifferential, and this leads in a
standard way in Section 5 to the existence and the uniqueness of the optimal
transport map. Finally, in Section 6 we show that our transport map for the case
c ¼ d2c =2 arises in a very natural way as a limit of McCann’s optimal transport maps
relative to the approximating Riemannian manifolds Me: Moreover, we discuss the
validity of formula (1.1) in this sub-Riemannian setting, by computing the limit of
the exponential maps of Me and interpreting accordingly our coordinates in H
n as
‘‘exponential’’ coordinates. Finally, Section 7 is devoted to the discussion of
extensions of our results and open problems.
2. The Heisenberg group
The Heisenberg group Hn is a noncommutative stratiﬁed nilpotent Lie group. As a
set it can be identiﬁed with its Lie algebra R2nþ1CCn  R; via exponential
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coordinates. We denote a point in Hn indifferently by x ¼ ðx; Z; tÞ ¼ ½z; t where
x ¼ ðx1;y; xnÞ; Z ¼ ðZ1;y; ZnÞARn; tAR and z ¼ ðz1;y; znÞACn with zj ¼ xj þ iZj :
The group law in this system of coordinates is given by
½z; t 
 ½z0; t0 :¼ zþ z0; t þ t0 þ 2
Xn
j¼1
Im zj %z
0
j
" #
:
The center of the group is L :¼ f½0; sAHn; sARg: We also deﬁne L; Lþ; L
restricting s to belong to, respectively, R\f0g; ½0;þNÞ; ðN; 0:
There is a natural family of dilations ðdsÞsARþ on Hn deﬁned by dsð½z; tÞ :¼
½s z; s2 t: These dilations preserve the group structure.
The Haar measure of the group is given by the Lebesgue measure L2nþ1; that we
shall also denote sometimes by dx; on HnCR2nþ1: Unless otherwise stated, when
saying that a property holds a.e. on Hn; we will always mean that it holds a.e. with
respect to L2nþ1:
The left invariant vector ﬁelds
Xj :¼ @xj þ 2Zj@t; Yj :¼ @Zj  2xj@t:
Lie generate the Lie algebra of the group, the only nontrivial bracket relation being
½Xj; Yj ¼ 4Z; where
Z :¼ @t:
2.1. Metric structures
There are several ways to deﬁne left invariant and homogeneous metrics on Hn;
i.e., metrics d such that
dðz 
 x; z 
 yÞ ¼ dðx; yÞ;
dðdsðxÞ; dsðyÞÞ ¼ s dðx; yÞ
for all x; y; zAHn and sA½0;NÞ: We shall consider here two particular such
distances, the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance dc and the gauge distance dg:
Let us ﬁrst consider the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance. An absolutely continuous
curve g : ½0; T -R2nþ1 is said to be horizontal if there exist measurable functions
hj : ½0; T -R such that
’gðsÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
hjðsÞXjðgðsÞÞ þ hnþjðsÞYjðgðsÞÞ
for a.e. sA½0; T : Equivalently,
’g2nþ1ðsÞ ¼ 2
Xn
j¼1
gnþjðsÞ’gjðsÞ  gjðsÞ’gnþjðsÞ ð2:1Þ
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for a.e. sA½0; T : We say that g is sub-unit if moreover P2nj¼1 hjðsÞ2p1 for a.e.
sA½0; T : Since ðX1;y; Xn; Y1;y; YnÞ Lie generate the Lie algebra of the group it
follows from Chow’s Theorem that any two points x; y in Hn can be joined by a sub-
unit curve. Then the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance dcðx; yÞ between x and y is
deﬁned as
dcðx; yÞ :¼ inffT40; there exists a sub unit curve g : ½0; T -Hn
such that gð0Þ ¼ x; gðTÞ ¼ yg:
It follows easily from the left invariance and homogeneity with respect to the
dilations of the vector ﬁelds Xj and Yj that dc is a left invariant and homogeneous
distance on Hn: For xAHn; we set
dcðxÞ :¼ dcð0; xÞ:
The gauge distance is induced by the following homogeneous norm:
jj½z; tjj :¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jzj4 þ t24
q
;
where jzj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPn
j¼1 jzjj2
q
: For any two points x; y in Hn the gauge distance dgðx; yÞ
between x and y is given by
dgðx; yÞ ¼ jjx1 
 yjj:
It turns out that dg is an actual metric on H
n (the validity of the triangle inequality is
not a trivial fact: see [20]) and one can easily check that it is left invariant and
homogeneous. For xAHn; we set
dgðxÞ :¼ dgð0; xÞ:
Both distances induce the usual euclidean topology on HnCR2nþ1: Moreover they
turn out to be equivalent, i.e., there exists a constant C40 such that
C1 dgðx; yÞpdcðx; yÞpC dgðx; yÞ
for any x; yAHn (this is actually true for any couple of left invariant and
homogeneous distances which induce the usual euclidean topology on Hn).
2.2. Calculus on Hn
We brieﬂy recall for further reference some intrinsic notion of differentiability for
real-valued maps deﬁned in Hn and related results. They are basically due to Pansu.
We say that a group homomorphism G :Hn-R is homogeneous if GðdsðxÞÞ ¼
sGðxÞ for all xAHn and s40: In the rest of this section the letter O denotes an open
subset of Hn:
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Deﬁnition 2.2 (Pansu differentiability). We say that a map f :O-R is Pansu
differentiable at xAO if there exists an homogeneous group homomorphism
G :Hn-R such that
lim
y-x
f ðyÞ  f ðxÞ  Gðx1 
 yÞ
dcðy; xÞ ¼ 0:
The map G is then unique and will be denoted by DHf ðxÞ:
Let ðe1;y; e2nþ1Þ denote the usual canonical basis of R2nþ1:
Deﬁnition 2.3 (Derivative along vector ﬁelds). We say that a map f :O-R is
differentiable at xAO along Xj (resp. Yj) if the map s/f ðx 
 dsðejÞÞ (resp.
s/f ðx 
 dsðenþjÞÞ) is differentiable at s ¼ 0 and we denote the corresponding
derivative by Xjf ðxÞ (resp. Yjf ðxÞ). Similarly we say that f is differentiable at x along
Z if s/f ðx 
 dsðe2nþ1ÞÞ is differentiable at s ¼ 0 and we denote this derivative
by Zf ðxÞ:
Note that these notions coincide with the usual ones when f is of class C1 on
OCHnCR2nþ1 in the usual euclidean sense. When f is differentiable at x along Xj
and Yj for all jAf1;y; ng; we set
rHf ðxÞ :¼ ðX1f ðxÞ;y; Xnf ðxÞ; Y1f ðxÞ;y; Ynf ðxÞÞ
and
jrHf ðxÞj :¼ jðXjf ðxÞ þ iYjf ðxÞÞj:
The relationship between Pansu’s differential and derivatives along the vector
ﬁelds is given in the following proposition:
Proposition 2.4. If f :O-R is Pansu differentiable at xAO then f is differentiable at x
along Xj and Yj for all jAf1;y; ng and
DHf ðxÞðx; Z; tÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
xjXjf ðxÞ þ ZjYjf ðxÞ:
An extension of Rademacher’s Theorem holds in the present setting, see [28]. We
say that a map f :O-R is C-Lipschitz if
j f ðxÞ  f ðyÞjpC dcðx; yÞ
for all x; yAO: Note that since dc and dg are equivalent we do not need to specify the
distance when speaking about Lipschitz maps. However, when considering Lipschitz
constants we shall in general refer to the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance as in the
previous deﬁnition.
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Theorem 2.5 (Pansu differentiability theorem). Let f :O-R be a C-Lipschitz
function. Then f is Pansu differentiable a.e. on O and jrHf ðxÞjpC for a.e. xAO:
Finally, let us deﬁne right and left derivatives along the vector ﬁelds Xj and Yj :
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let f :O-R be a function and xAO: We deﬁne Xþj f ðxÞ (resp.
Xj f ðxÞ) as the right (resp. left) derivative of s/f ðx 
 dsðejÞÞ at s ¼ 0: We deﬁne
similarly Yþj f ðxÞ and Yj f ðxÞ as the right and left derivatives of s/f ðx 
 dsðenþjÞÞ
at s ¼ 0:
Remark 2.7 (Chain rule). A simple computation based on the classical chain rule
shows that
d
dt
ðf3gÞ

t¼s
¼
Xn
j¼1
XjfðgðsÞÞ’gjðsÞ þ
Xn
j¼1
YjfðgðsÞÞ’gnþjðsÞ
provided g : ð0; TÞ-Hn is differentiable at sAð0; TÞ; f is continuously differentiable
in the classical sense in a neighborhood of gðsÞ and the horizontality condition (2.1)
is fulﬁlled at s:
3. Geodesics, CC-spherical coordinates and differentiability of the
Carnot–Carathe´odory distance
We now turn our attention to minimal geodesics for the distance dc: By minimal
geodesics we shall always mean in this section minimal geodesics with constant and
unit speed as deﬁned in the usual way as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Minimal geodesics). We say that a curve g : ½0; T -Hn is a minimal
geodesic (with constant and unit speed) if dcðgðtÞ; gðt0ÞÞ ¼ jt  t0j for all t; t0A½0; T :
It turns out that ðHn; dcÞ is a complete and locally compact metric length space in
the sense of [17, Deﬁnition 1.7], hence any two points can be joined by a minimal
geodesic [17, Theorem 1.10]. Note that minimal geodesics are 1-Lipschitz functions
and it follows from Pansu’s Theorem on differentiability of Lipschitz functions
between stratiﬁed and nilpotent Carnot groups (of which Theorem 2.5 is a particular
case) that minimal geodesics are sub-unit curves. Hence we have:
Theorem 3.2. For any x; yAHn; there exists a sub-unit minimal geodesic joining
x to y:
In our present setting where the Heisenberg group is equipped with its Carnot–
Carathe´odory distance, the equations for the minimal geodesics can be explicitly
computed and can be found in the literature, see [16] (see also [5,25,26]), with more
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or less complete proof. However for sake of completeness and because the precise
characterization of sub-unit minimal geodesics will play at some places a quite
important role here we wish in Theorem 3.4 to give a quite detailed and self-
contained proof of this characterization. We set S ¼ fa þ ibACn; ja þ ibj ¼ 1g: For
any a þ ibAS; vAR and r40; we say that a curve g : ½0; r-Hn is a curve with
parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ if gðsÞ ¼ ðxðsÞ; ZðsÞ; tðsÞÞ where
xjðsÞ ¼
bj 1 cos vs
r
	 

þ aj sin vs
r
v
r;
ZjðsÞ ¼
aj 1 cos vs
r
	 

þ bj sin vs
r
v
r;
tðsÞ ¼ 2
vs
r
 sin vs
r
v2
r2; ð3:3Þ
when va0 and
gðsÞ ¼ ða1s;y; ans; b1s;y; bns; 0Þ ð3:30Þ
when v ¼ 0:
Theorem 3.4 (Parameterization of minimal geodesics). Sub-unit minimal geodesics
starting from 0 are curves g with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ for some ða þ ib; v; rÞAS
½2p; 2p  ð0;þNÞ: In particular, curves g with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS R
ð0;þNÞ with jvj42p arenot minimal geodesics. Conversely, any curve g with
parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS ½2p; 2p  ð0;þNÞ is a sub-unit minimal geodesic
starting from 0. Moreover, we have the following more precise description.
1. For any x ¼ ½0; tAL with t40; resp. to0; sub-unit minimal geodesics from 0 to x
form a one parameter family of curves, each one being obtained from one another by a
rotation around the axis L: More precisely this family is composed by all curves g with
parameter ða þ ib; 2p; ﬃﬃﬃﬃptp Þ; resp. ða þ ib;2p; ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpjtjp Þ; where a þ ibAS: In particular,
we have
dcð½0; tÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pjtj
p
8tAR: ð3:5Þ
2. For any xAHn\L there exists a unique ða þ ib; v; rÞAS ð2p; 2pÞ  ð0;þNÞ so
that the curve g with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ joins 0 to x and in particular g is the unique
sub-unit minimal geodesic from 0 to x:
Proof. Any sub-unit minimal geodesic starting from 0 must be a curve with
parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ for some ða þ ib; v; rÞAS R ð0;þNÞ: This follows for
instance from tools of control theory, applying the so-called Pontryagin maximum
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principle, see for instance [5,16,26], and this is well established. What we like to
emphasize here is that such a curve is actually a minimal geodesic if and only if
vA½2p; 2p and that one has the description given in points 1 and 2 of the theorem.
Note that all curves g with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ are sub-unit curves so that we
always have dcðgðrÞÞpr with equality if and only if g is a minimal geodesic.
We ﬁrst consider sub-unit minimal geodesics connecting 0 to L: Let x ¼
½0; tALþ\f0g: All curves with parameter ða þ ib; 2p; ﬃﬃﬃﬃptp Þ for some a þ ibAS
connect 0 to x hence dcðxÞp
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pt
p
: Next let g be a curve with parameter ða þ
ib; v; rÞAS R ð0;þNÞ; assume that g is a sub-unit minimal geodesic from 0 to x
and let us show that v ¼ 2p: One has va0 because ta0 and because of (3.30). If
gðsÞ ¼ ðxðsÞ; ZðsÞ; tðsÞÞ for sA½0; r; one has tðrÞ ¼ t40 hence v40: One also must
have xjðrÞ ¼ ZjðrÞ ¼ 0; i.e.,
bj ð1 cos vÞ þ aj sin v ¼ 0;
bj sin v  ajð1 cos vÞ ¼ 0
for all jAf1;y; ng: Since ja þ ibj ¼ 1; the determinant of these systems must vanish,
i.e., 1 cos v ¼ 0 and thus v ¼ 2kp for some kAN: Then since tðrÞ ¼ t one must
have r ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkptp and by minimality of g it follows that dcðxÞ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃkptp p ﬃﬃﬃﬃptp : This
implies that k ¼ 1 hence v ¼ 2p; and thus dcðxÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pt
p
: It also follows that any curve
with parameter ða þ ib; 2p; ﬃﬃﬃﬃptp Þ for some a þ ibAS is actually a sub-unit minimal
geodesic from 0 to x and that they are the only possible ones. This proves the point 1
in the theorem when xALþ\f0g: One can argue in a similar way when xAL\f0g:
Let us now prove that any curve g with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS ð2p; 2pÞ 
ð0;þNÞ is a sub-unit minimal geodesic starting from 0. When va0; we simply note
that g : ½0; r-Hn is the restriction to ½0; r of the sub-unit minimal geodesic
*g : ½0; 2pr=v-Hn with parameter ða þ ib; 2p; 2pr=vÞ: Hence g is still a sub-unit
minimal geodesic. To deal with the case v ¼ 0; we note that a curve g with parameter
ða þ ib; v; rÞ connects 0 to some x ¼ ½z; 0 if and only if v ¼ 0 and then such a curve is
unique (and is actually the usual euclidean segment between 0 and x). Then the
minimality of curves with parameter ða þ ib; 0; rÞ follows from the general existence
result of Theorem 3.2. We postpone the proof of the nonminimality of curves with
parameter ðða þ ibÞ; v; rÞAS R ð0;þNÞ for some jvj42p; which is in some sense
the most delicate point here, after Lemma 3.11. This fact will actually be used only in
Lemma 6.8 at the very end of this paper.
To conclude we prove now the existence and uniqueness for any xAHn\L of a
parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS ð2p; 2pÞ  ð0;þNÞ so that the associated curve g
connects 0 to x: The uniqueness of a sub-unit mimimal geodesic from 0 to x in full
generality will follow from this together with the nonminimality of curves with
parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS R ð0;þNÞ for some jvj42p to be proved later. From
now on xAHn\L is ﬁxed. Let S denote the union of all sub-unit minimal geodesics
from 0 to say z ¼ ½0; 1=p: If x ¼ ½z; t with t40 one can always ﬁnd l40 so that
dlðxÞAS; i.e., one can ﬁnd a þ ibAS such that dlðxÞ is on the sub-unit minimal
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geodesic *g with parameter ða þ ib; 2p; 1Þ from 0 to z: Let s0Að0; 1Þ be such that *gðs0Þ ¼
dlðxÞ: Then the curve g : ½0; s0=l-Hn deﬁned by gðsÞ ¼ d1=lð*gðlsÞÞ connects 0 to x and
is a curve with parameter ða þ ib; 2ps0; s0=lÞ: Since 2ps0o2p we get the required
existence (note that the minimality of g also follows more intrinsically from that of *g and
the homogeneity of dc with respect to the dilations). One argue in the same way,
considering z0 ¼ ½0;1=p in place of z; when to0: Let us now prove uniqueness.
By contradiction assume that one can ﬁnd two curves g and *g with parameter
ða þ ib; v; rÞAS ð2p; 2pÞ  ð0;þNÞ; resp. ða˜ þ ib˜; *v; r˜ÞAS ð2p; 2pÞ  ð0;þNÞ;
connecting 0 to x: By minimality of both curves one must have r ¼ dcðxÞ ¼ r˜: If v ¼ 0
then t ¼ 0 by (3.30) and thus v0 ¼ 0; and conversely. If va0 and v0a0; since gðrÞ ¼ *gðrÞ
one must have in particular jxðrÞ þ iZðrÞj ¼ j*xðrÞ þ i*ZðrÞj and tðrÞ ¼ t˜ðrÞ hence
1 cos v
v2
¼ 1 cos *v
*v2
and
v  sin v
v2
¼ *v  sin *v
*v2
:
It follows that
1 cos v
v  sin v ¼
1 cos *v
*v  sin *v :
But the function v/ð1 cos vÞ=ðv  sin vÞ is strictly decreasing on ð0; 2pÞ hence
v ¼ *v: Then once v ¼ v0 and r ¼ r0 one automatically gets that a þ ib ¼ a˜ þ ib˜ solving
the systems given by the expressions of xjðrÞ and ZjðrÞ; resp. *xjðrÞ and *ZjðrÞ; whose
determinants are nonvanishing because vAð2p; 2pÞ: &
One can use this characterization of the minimal geodesics to deﬁne some kind of
spherical coordinates well adapted to the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance. Note that
we will only use here the minimality of all curves with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS
ð2p; 2pÞ  ð0;þNÞ together with the existence and uniqueness of such a curve
connecting 0 to any xAHn\L (but not the nonminimality of curves with para-
meter ða þ ib; v; rÞAS R ð0;þNÞ with jvj42p whose proof will be given later).
We set
F :S ½2p; 2p  ð0;þNÞ-Hn
ða þ ib; v; rÞ/ðx; Z; tÞ;
where
xj :¼
bjð1 cos vÞ þ ajsin v
v
r;
Zj :¼
ajð1 cos vÞ þ bj sin v
v
r;
t :¼ 2 v  sin v
v2
r2; ð3:6Þ
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if va0; and
xj :¼ ajr; Zj :¼ bjr; t :¼ 0; ð3:60Þ
if v ¼ 0:
It follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 that the range of F is Hn\f0g
and that
dcðFða þ ib; v; rÞÞ ¼ r ð3:7Þ
for all ða þ ib; v; rÞAS ½2p; 2p  ð0;þNÞ:
This map F is not injective on fða þ ib; v; rÞ; a þ ibAS; jvj ¼ 2p; r40g whose
image corresponds to the center L of the group. More precisely one has
Lþ\f0g ¼ fFða þ ib; v; rÞAHn; a þ ibAS; v ¼ 2p; r40g;
L\f0g ¼ fFða þ ib; v; rÞAHn; a þ ibAS; v ¼ 2p; r40g: ð3:8Þ
On the other hand it follows from the ﬁrst part of the second point in Theorem 3.4
that F is a bijective map from D onto Hn\L where
D ¼ S ð2p; 2pÞ  ð0;þNÞ:
Moreover an explicit computation of the Jacobian of F (see [26]) shows that it does
not vanish on D:
Proposition 3.9. The map F is a C1 diffeomorphism from D onto Hn\L:
One can then consider the variables a þ ibAS; vAð2p; 2pÞ and r40 as a
system of global coordinates on Hn\L (see also Sections 5 and 6). When r
is ﬁxed, ða þ ib; vÞAS ð2p; 2pÞ/Fða þ ib; v; rÞ gives a parameterization of the
sphere centered at the origin with radius r; at least outside of L; that’s why we
shall call these coordinates CC-spherical, or simply spherical, in the sequel (see
also [4]).
Note also that an elementary computation gives the rule for the computation of
the inverse in these coordinates:
½Fða þ ib; v; rÞ1 ¼ Fða˜ þ ib˜;v; rÞ with b˜j þ ia˜j :¼ ðbj þ iajÞeiv: ð3:10Þ
We now use these spherical coordinates to study the differentiability properties of
the distance function dc:
Lemma 3.11 (Differential of dc). The distance function from the origin dc is of class
C1 on Hn\L: Moreover if xAHn\L and ða þ ib; v; rÞAD are such that x ¼ Fða þ ib; v; rÞ
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we have
XjdcðxÞ ¼ bj sin v þ aj cos v; ð3:12Þ
YjdcðxÞ ¼ bj cos v  aj sin v; ð3:13Þ
ZdcðxÞ ¼ v
4r
: ð3:14Þ
Proof. First since F a C1 diffeomorphism on D it follows from (3.7) that dc is of class
C1 in the usual euclidean sense on Hn\L: Let xAHn\L be ﬁxed, ða þ ib; v; rÞAD be
such that Fða þ ib; v; rÞ ¼ x and let g : ½0; r-Hn be the corresponding sub-unit
minimal geodesic joining 0 to x with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ: Since s ¼ dcðgðsÞÞ and
gðsÞeL for all sAð0; rÞ; one gets by differentiation with respect to s; taking into
account Remark 2.7, that
1 ¼ d
ds
ðdc3gÞðsÞ
¼
Xn
j¼1
bj sin
vs
r
þ aj cos vs
r
	 

XjdcðgðsÞÞ þ bj cos vs
r
 aj sin vs
r
	 

YjdcðgðsÞÞ
p ja þ ibj jrHdcðgðsÞÞjp1:
Hence we have equality in Cauchy–Schwartz’s inequality and since ja þ ibj ¼ 1 we
get jrHdcðxÞj ¼ 1 (see also [27] for the validity of this eikonal equation in a more
general framework) and
XjdcðgðsÞÞ ¼ bj sin vs
r
þ aj cos vs
r
; YjdcðgðsÞÞ ¼ bj cos vs
r
 aj sin vs
r
;
for all sAð0; rÞ: Finally (3.12) and (3.13) follow by continuity, letting smr:
Let us now prove (3.14). We ﬁx x ¼ ½xþ iZ; tAHn\L and ða þ ib; v; rÞAD such that
Fða þ ib; v; rÞ ¼ x as before. Let us ﬁrst assume that va0: For hAR; we set
x 
 ½0; h ¼ ½xþ iZ; t þ h ¼ Fðah þ ibh; vh; rhÞ with ðah þ ibh; vh; rhÞAD: We shall
always consider h small enough so that vha0: What we want to prove is that
dcðx 
 ½0; hÞ  dcðxÞ ¼ v
4r

 h þ oðhÞ:
By minimality of the associated curves with parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ; resp. ðah þ
ibh; vh; rhÞ; (see also (3.7)) we have r ¼ dcðxÞ and rh ¼ dcðx 
 ½0; hÞ hence it will be
sufﬁcient to prove that
rh  r ¼ v
4r

 h þ oðhÞ: ð3:15Þ
Set eh :¼ vh  v: Since F is a C1 diffeomorphism from D onto Hn\L; we have
eh ¼ oð1Þ: It follows from the expressions of xj and Zj in terms of aj ; bj and r given
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by deﬁnition (3.6) of F that
jxþ iZj2 ¼ 2 
 1 cos v
v2

 r2 ¼ 2 
 1 cos vh
v2h

 r2h:
Then, considering now the expression of t þ h and t; we get
t þ h ¼ 2 
 vh  sin vh
v2h

 r2h ¼ 2 

vh  sin vh
1 cos vh 

1 cos v
v2

 r2
¼ vh  sin vh
1 cos vh 

1 cos v
v  sin v 
 t ¼
f ðvhÞ
f ðvÞ 
 t
¼ t þ f
0ðvÞ
f ðvÞ 
 t 
 eh þ oðehÞ;
where
f ðvÞ :¼ v  sin v
1 cos v;
and it follows that
eh B
h-0
f ðvÞ
f 0ðvÞ 

1
t

 h:
Going back to rh and setting
gðvÞ :¼ jvjﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 cos vp ;
we get
rh ¼ gðvhÞ
gðvÞ 
 r ¼ r þ
g0ðvÞ
gðvÞ 
 r 
 eh þ oðehÞ
¼ r þ g
0ðvÞ
gðvÞ 

f ðvÞ
f 0ðvÞ 

r
t

 h þ oðhÞ:
We have
g0ðvÞ ¼ 2ð1 cos vÞ  v sin v
2vð1 cos vÞ 
 gðvÞ;
f 0ðvÞ ¼ 2ð1 cos vÞ  v sin vð1 cos vÞðv  sin vÞ 
 f ðvÞ;
r
t
¼ v
2
2ðv  sin vÞ 

1
r
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and thus
rh ¼ r þ v
4r

 h þ oðhÞ
as wanted. When v ¼ 0; computations are similar and even simpler. In that case
we have x ¼ ½xþ iZ; 0 ¼ Fða þ ib; 0; rÞ with xj ¼ ajr and Zj ¼ bjr: If ha0 and
½xþ iZ; h ¼ Fðah þ ibh; vh; rhÞ then vha0; vh ¼ oð1Þ and
jxþ iZj ¼ r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ð1 cos vhÞ
p
jvhj 
 rh;
hence rh ¼ r þ oðvhÞ and the conclusion will follow if we prove that, up to a
multiplicative constant, vh and h are equivalent. We have
h ¼ 2 
 vh  sin vh
v2h

 r2h ¼
vh  sin vh
1 cos vh 
 r
2 ¼ r
2
3

 vh þ oðvhÞ;
hence
vh B
h-0
3
r2

 h
as wanted. &
We return now to Theorem 3.4 and prove the nonminimality of curves with
parameter ða þ ib; v; rÞ for some jvj42p with va0 modð2pÞ: By contradiction assume
that there exists such a curve g with is a sub-unit minimal geodesic. For simplicity,
assume that v40 so that v42p and set x ¼ gðrÞAHn\L: By the open mapping
theorem one can ﬁnd a neighborhood U of x and a neighborhood V of ða þ ib; v; rÞ
and solutions of the geodesic equations (not necessarily minimal), i.e., curves with
parameter ða˜ þ ib˜; *v; r˜ÞAV ; whose end points cover U : In particular for xh ¼ x 
 ½0; h
with h small enough one can ﬁnd ðah þ ibh; vh; rhÞ such that the curve gh with
parameter ðah þ ibh; vh; rhÞ connects 0 to xh and such that vh  v ¼ oð1Þ: Then,
arguing exactly in the same way as for the proof of (3.15) (which does not use the
minimality of gh), one gets
rh  r ¼ v
4r

 h þ oðhÞ:
By minimality of g we have dcðxÞ ¼ r and we always have dcðxhÞprh: It follows
dcðxhÞ  dcðxÞp v
4r

 h þ oðhÞ:
Then, taking ho0 and passing to the limit when hm0; we get rZdcðxÞXv=44p=2:
On the other hand we already know from (3.14) that rZdcðxÞ ¼ v0=4 where
ða0 þ ib0; v0; r0ÞAD are the CC-spherical coordinates of x; hence rZdcðxÞop=2; which
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gives the required contradiction. One can argue in a similar way when v ¼ 0 or vo0
and this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
We now go back to the differentiability properties of the distance function dc and
turn our attention to the situation along L where this function turns out to be
singular. The following lemma gives a precise quantiﬁcation of this in terms of the
right and left derivatives of dc along the vector ﬁeld Xj:
Lemma 3.16. For any xAL and jAf1;y; ng we have
Xþj dcðxÞ ¼ 1; Xj dcðxÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. Let x ¼ ½0; tAL and jAf1;y; ng be ﬁxed. Deﬁne f :R-R by f ðsÞ ¼
dcðx 
 dsðejÞÞ: We have f 0ðsÞ ¼ Xjdcðx 
 dsðejÞÞ whenever at least one of the two
quantities exists. Thus since x 
 dsðejÞeL whenever sa0 it follows from Lemma 3.11
that f is differentiable on R and, for any sa0;
f 0ðsÞ ¼ Xjdcðx 
 dsðejÞÞ ¼ bjðsÞ sin vs þ ajðsÞ cos vs
where ðaðsÞ þ ibðsÞ; vs; rsÞAD are the spherical coordinates of x 
 dsðejÞ: Then in terms
of the function f the lemma will follow if we prove that
lim
s-0þ
f 0ðsÞ ¼ 1; lim
s-0
f 0ðsÞ ¼ 1:
If x 
 dsðejÞ ¼ ½xðsÞ þ iZðsÞ; t; we have xlðsÞ ¼ ZlðsÞ ¼ 0 for all laj; hence, according
to (3.6),
blðsÞð1 cos vsÞ þ alðsÞ sin vs ¼ 0;
blðsÞ sin vs  alðsÞð1 cos vsÞ ¼ 0:
Note that vsa0 because otherwise we would have t ¼ 0 (see (3.60)) and jvsja2p if
sa0 because then x 
 dsðejÞeL: Then it follows from the previous system that alðsÞ ¼
blðsÞ ¼ 0 for all laj: Next we get jaðsÞ þ ibðsÞj ¼ jajðsÞ þ ibjðsÞj ¼ 1 hence one can
ﬁnd usA½0; 2pÞ such that ajðsÞ ¼ sin us and bjðsÞ ¼ cos us: Then we have
f 0ðsÞ ¼ sinðus þ vsÞ
and we will get the conclusion as soon as we prove that
lim
s-0
vs ¼
2p if t40;
2pþ if to0
(
ð3:17Þ
and
lim
s-0þ
us ¼ 3p=2; ð3:18Þ
lim
s-0
us ¼ p=2: ð3:19Þ
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We ﬁrst prove (3.17). Since jvsjo2p it is sufﬁcient to prove that the only possible
limit for vs is 2p if t40 and 2p if to0: Thus let ðskÞkAN be a sequence converging to
0, set ðak þ ibk; vk; rkÞ :¼ ðaðskÞ þ ibðskÞ; vsk ; rskÞ; uk :¼ usk and let us assume that vk
converges to some vA½2p; 2p: We have rk ¼ dcðx 
 dskðejÞÞ by (3.7) hence rk
converges to dcðxÞ: Since uk is bounded one can also assume that, at least up to a
subsequence, uk converges to some u: Then, setting a ¼ sin u e˜j and b ¼ cos u e˜j ;
where e˜j denotes the jth vector of the canonical basis of R
n; we have since F is
continuous,
x ¼ lim
k-þN
x 
 dskðejÞ ¼ lim
k-þN
Fðak þ ibk; vk; rkÞ ¼ Fða þ ib; v; dcðxÞÞ:
Then, according to (3.8), we get v ¼ 2p if xALþ\f0g; that is, if t40; and v ¼ 2p if
to0 as wanted.
Let us now prove (3.18). Since us is bounded it is also sufﬁcient here to prove that
the only possible limit for us when s goes to 0
þ is 3p=2: Thus we consider a sequence
ðskÞkAN of positive numbers that goes to 0 and, with the same notations as above, we
assume that uk converges to some uA½0; 2p: As before we have vka0 and, since
ZjðskÞ ¼ 0; we get from (3.6) that
sin ukð1 cos vkÞ þ cos uk sin vk ¼ 0:
We also have jvkjo2p hence one can rewrite the previous equation as
tan uk ¼ sin vk
1 cos vk:
Let us now assume that t40: Then it follows from (3.17) that
lim
k-þN
tan uk ¼ N
therefore either u ¼ 3p=2þ or p=2þ: On the other hand, we have sk40 by assumption
and vk40 for k large enough since vk converges to 2p: Then, setting
ak :¼ cos ukð1 cos vkÞ þ sin uk sin vk
¼ cos uk  cosðuk þ vkÞ
¼ 2 sin uk þ vk
2
	 

sin
vk
2
ð3:20Þ
and recalling that xjðskÞ ¼ sk; we get from (3.6) that ak ¼ skvk=rk40 if k is large
enough. Now, if u ¼ p=2þ; the ﬁrst sin in the factorization of ak converges to 1 and
the second one converges to 0þ: This gives a contradiction hence u ¼ 3p=2 as
wanted. When to0 then tan uk goes to þN because now vk converges to 2pþ; thus
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either u ¼ 3p=2 or p=2 and one excludes the case u ¼ p=2 by considering as
before the sign of ak:
We argue in a similar way to prove (3.19). We consider a sequence ðskÞkAN of
negative numbers that goes to 0 and, with the same notations as before, we assume
that uk converges to some uA½0; 2p: If t40 then tan uk tends to N as before hence
either u ¼ p=2þ or 3p=2þ: We have sko0 by assumption and vk40 if k is large
enough because vk converges to 2p: Hence ak ¼ skvk=rk must be negative. On the
other hand, if u ¼ 3p=2þ and vk-2p; we get from (3.20) that ak40 for k large
enough. This gives the required contradiction and u ¼ p=2 as required. Finally one
argue in the same way to get the conclusion when to0: &
Remark 3.21. One can prove in the same way that
Yþj dcðxÞ ¼ 1; Yj dcðxÞ ¼ 1
for all xAL and jAf1;y; ng:
4. Superdifferential and C-concave maps
Let c :Hn Hn-R be a function. We ﬁrst recall the general deﬁnitions of c-
concavity and c-superdifferential (see [31–33]).
Deﬁnition 4.1 (c-concavity). We say that a function j :Hn-R is c-concave if
jðxÞ ¼ inf
yAY
cðx; yÞ þ fðyÞ 8xAHn ð4:2Þ
for some suitable nonempty set YCHn and f : Y-R,fþNg; fcþN:
Deﬁnition 4.3 (c-superdifferential). Let j :Hn-R be a function. The c-super-
differential @cjðxÞ of j at xAHn is deﬁned by
@cjðxÞ ¼ fyAHn; cðx; yÞ  jðxÞpcðz; yÞ  jðzÞ for all zAHng:
The c-superdifferential @cj of j is the graph of the multivalued map x/@cjðxÞ; i.e.,
@cj ¼ fðx; yÞAHn Hn; yA@cjðxÞg:
We shall more speciﬁcally consider these notions with a function c given by
cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 or cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2; the main result of this section being
that in both cases the c-superdifferential of a locally Lipschitz c-concave map is, up
to a null set, a graph. Recall that p0 :Hn Hn-Hn denote the ﬁrst canonical
projection.
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Theorem 4.4. Let cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 or cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2 and let j :Hn-R be a
c-concave and locally Lipschitz map. Then there exists a measurable graph G such that
L2nþ1ðp0ð@cj\GÞÞ ¼ 0:
By measurable graph we mean a set G of the form
G ¼ fðx;cðxÞÞAHn Hn; xASg
for some measurable set S and some measurable map c : S-Hn: We also refer
to Lemmas 4.8 and 4.11 for explicit expressions of the corresponding graph in
Theorem 4.4.
The proof relies strongly on the differentiability properties of the functions d2c and
d2g and those of the related c-concave maps. Note that in the previous statement j is
locally Lipschitz hence Xjj and Yjj exist a.e. on Hn; by Pansu’s Theorem. Let us
also stress right now that in both cases any c-concave j with Y in (4.2) bounded is
locally Lipschitz. More generally this is true whenever cðx; yÞ is of the form
dðx; yÞ2=2 for some distance d:
Lemma 4.5. Let d be a distance on Hn and set cðx; yÞ ¼ dðx; yÞ2=2: If j is a c-concave
map with Y in (4.2) bounded with respect to d then j is locally Lipschitz with respect to
d: Moreover, if LipKðjÞ denotes the Lipschitz constant of j on the compact set K ; we
have LipKðjÞpsupyAY ;zAK dðz; yÞ:
Proof. This is a consequence of the following simple computation:
2jcðx; yÞ  cðx0; yÞj ¼ jdðx; yÞ2  dðx0; yÞ2j
p dðx; yÞjdðx; yÞ  dðx0; yÞj þ dðx0; yÞjdðx; yÞ  dðx0; yÞj
p 2dðx; x0Þ sup
yAY ;zAK
dðz; yÞ;
whenever yAY and x; x0AK for some bounded set K : Hence j can be locally
represented as the inﬁmum of a family of uniformly Lipschitz functions and thus is
itself locally Lipschitz. The bound on the local Lipschitz constant for j follows easily
from the previous sequence of inequalities. &
We now consider the derivative of c-concave maps along the vector ﬁeld Z: In
what follows we shall often denote by cy the function deﬁned by cyðxÞ ¼ cðx; yÞ:
Lemma 4.6. Let cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 and let j :Hn-R be a c-concave map. Then Zj
exists and jZjjpp=2 a.e. in Hn: If cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2 the same statement holds with
1
2
in place of p=2:
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Proof. First let us assume that cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 and let j be a c-concave map.
We prove ﬁrst that, for any zACn; the function jz :R-R deﬁned by jzðtÞ ¼ jð½z; tÞ
is p
2
-Lipschitz on R equipped with the usual euclidean distance. To see this we ﬁrst ﬁx
zAHn and set fzðtÞ ¼ 2czð½0; tÞ ¼ dcðz1 
 ½0; tÞ2 for tAR: Using the left invariance of
the vector ﬁeld Z; Lemma 3.11 and more speciﬁcally (3.14), we get that f 0zðtÞ exists
whenever z1 
 ½0; teL; and, if ða þ ib; v; rÞAD denote the spherical coordinates
of z1 
 ½0; t;
f 0zðtÞ ¼ 2Zczð½0; tÞ ¼ 2dcðz1 
 ½0; tÞZdcðz1 
 ½0; tÞ ¼ v=2
hence j f 0zðtÞjop: Note that z1 
 ½0; tAL for some tAR is equivalent to zAL and then
z1 
 ½0; tAL for all tAR: Hence we have just shown that if zeL then fz is p-Lipschitz.
If zAL; z ¼ ½0; tz for some tzAR; it follows from (3.5) that fzðtÞ ¼ dcð½0; t  tzÞ2 ¼
pjt  tzj hence j f 0zðtÞj ¼ p for any tatz: Next, since j is c-concave, we have
jzðtÞ ¼ inf
yAY
cyð½z; tÞ þ fðyÞ ¼ inf
yAY
1
2
fx
yðtÞ þ fðyÞ
for some suitable YCHn and f : Y-R,fþNg and with x ¼ ½z; 01: In other
words jz is the inﬁmum of a family of functions that are
p
2
-Lipschitz and hence is
itself p
2
-Lipschitz as claimed. In particular jz is differentiable a.e. on R for all zAC
n:
Finally, since Zjð½z; tÞ ¼ j0zðtÞ; the lemma follows from Fubini’s Theorem.
When cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2 the proof follows the same lines. With the same
notations as before, if z ¼ ½z; tz; a direct computation gives
f 0zðtÞ ¼
t  tzﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jzj4 þ ðt  tzÞ2
q ;
whenever z1 
 ½0; ta0: Hence if zeL; that is, za0; we have j f 0zðtÞjo1 and fz is
1-Lipschitz. If zAL; i.e., z ¼ 0; then fz is continuous on R and differentiable on R
with j f 0zðtÞj ¼ 1 for any tatz hence fz is also 1-Lipschitz. And one concludes as in the
ﬁrst case. &
The general strategy to prove Theorem 4.4 in both cases of the Carnot–
Carathe´odory and the gauge distance is similar. However, due to the different
behavior of d2c and d
2
g along the center L of the group, d
2
c being singular there
whereas rHd2g vanishes, we shall technically get the ﬁnal conclusion for quite
different reasons.
4.1. Superdifferential of c-concave maps when cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2
In this section, we set cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 and prove Theorem 4.4 in that case.
First we consider a differentiability point x for a map j along Xj and we prove that
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due to the singularity of the distance function dc on L
 one can exclude the case
where @cjðxÞ meets x 
 L:
Lemma 4.7. Let j :Hn-R and xAHn be such that XjjðxÞ exists for some
jAf1;y; ng: Then @cjðxÞ-x 
 L ¼ |:
Proof. We let j :Hn-R and xAHn be as in the statement and we assume by
contradiction that one can ﬁnd yA@cjðxÞ-x 
 L: By deﬁnition of the c-super-
differential we have
jðx 
 dsðejÞÞ  jðxÞpcyðx 
 dsðejÞÞ  cyðxÞ
for all sAR: If s40; dividing by s and recalling the deﬁnition of cy; we get
jðx 
 dsðejÞÞ  jðxÞ
s
pdcðy
1 
 x 
 dsðejÞÞ2  dcðy1 
 xÞ2
2s
:
The left-hand side goes to XjjðxÞ when s goes to 0. We have y1 
 xAL by
assumption and it follows from Lemma 3.16 that the right-hand side goes to
dcðy1 
 xÞXþj dcðy1 
 xÞ ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞo0: Hence we get XjjðxÞo0: On the other
hand if so0 we have
jðx 
 dsðejÞÞ  jðxÞ
s
X
dcðy1 
 x 
 dsðejÞÞ2  dcðy1 
 xÞ2
2s
:
Now the right-hand side goes to dcðy1 
 xÞXj dcðy1 
 xÞ ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞ40 once again
by Lemma 3.16 and hence XjjðxÞ40 which gives a contradiction and concludes the
proof. &
Next we show that the c-superdifferential of any map at a differentiability point
along Xj; Yj and Z is a singleton.
Lemma 4.8. Let j :Hn-R and let xAp0ð@cjÞ be such that XjjðxÞ; YjjðxÞ exist for
all jAf1;y; ng and ZjðxÞ exists. Then @cjðxÞ ¼ fyg is a singleton, and if yax the
point x1 
 y has spherical coordinates
aj :¼ XjjðxÞjrHjðxÞj; bj :¼
YjjðxÞ
jrHjðxÞj; v :¼ 4ZjðxÞ; r :¼ jrHjðxÞj: ð4:9Þ
Proof. Let j :Hn-R and xAp0ð@cjÞ be as in the statement. We already know from
Lemma 4.7 that @cjðxÞ-x 
 L ¼ |: Next let us prove that @cjðxÞ\x 
 L is a singleton
whenever it is nonempty. Thus assume that one can ﬁnd yA@cjðxÞ\x 
 L: Recalling
that cyðxÞ ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞ2=2; it follows from the left invariance of the vector ﬁelds Xj ;
Yj and Z and from Lemma 3.11 that XjcyðxÞ; YjcyðxÞ and ZcyðxÞ exist. Moreover,
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according to (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), we have
XjcyðxÞ ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞXjdcðy1 
 xÞ ¼ rðbj sin v þ aj cos vÞ;
YjcyðxÞ ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞYjdcðy1 
 xÞ ¼ rðbj cos v  aj sin vÞ;
ZcyðxÞ ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞZdcðy1 
 xÞ ¼ v
4
;
where ða þ ib; v; rÞAD are the spherical coordinates of y1 
 x: On the other hand,
since XjjðxÞ; YjjðxÞ and ZjðxÞ also exist, it follows from the minimality of
x0/cyðx0Þ  jðx0Þ at x0 ¼ x that XjjðxÞ ¼ XjcyðxÞ; YjjðxÞ ¼ YjcyðxÞ; ZjðxÞ ¼
ZcyðxÞ; that is,
rðbj sin v þ aj cos vÞ ¼ XjjðxÞ;
rðbj cos v  aj sin vÞ ¼ YjjðxÞ;
v ¼ 4ZjðxÞ: ð4:10Þ
Recalling that a þ ibAS this implies r ¼ jrHjðxÞj; and then, with v and r ﬁxed,
ðaj; bjÞ is uniquely determined by the two ﬁrst equations in (4.10). Since y ¼
x 
 Fða þ ib; v; rÞ1 we obtain (4.9) taking into account (3.10). Let us note that this
also implies that rHjðxÞa0 whenever @cjðxÞ\x 
 La| since here r ¼ dcðy1 
 xÞ40:
Finally, to conclude the proof it remains to show that one cannot have xA@cjðxÞ
together with @cjðxÞ\x 
 La|: Note that
2XjcxðxÞ ¼ lim
s-0
dcðdsðejÞÞ2=s ¼ lim
s-0
s ¼ 0
by homogeneity. Similarly we have YjcxðxÞ ¼ 0: Hence if xA@cjðxÞ we have
rHjðxÞ ¼ rHcxðxÞ ¼ 0: This contradicts the preceding remark for the case where
@cjðxÞ\x 
 La| and concludes the proof. &
Theorem 4.4 follows now quite easily.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let j :Hn-R be a c-concave and locally Lipschitz map. It
follows from Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.4 that Xjj and Yjj exist a.e. on Hn and
from Lemma 4.6 that Zj also exists a.e. on Hn: Thus, setting
S ¼ fxAp0ð@cjÞ;XjjðxÞ; YjjðxÞ exist for all jAf1;y; ng; ZjðxÞ existsg;
we have L2nþ1ðp0ð@cjÞ\SÞ ¼ 0: According to Lemma 4.8, @cjðxÞ is a singleton for
any xAS: Moreover, denoting by cðxÞ the unique point in @cjðxÞ for xAS it
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follows from (4.9) that the map c is measurable. Finally, let G be the graph of c:
Since @cj-p10 ðSÞ ¼ G we have p0ð@cj\GÞ ¼ p0ð@cj\p10 ðSÞÞ ¼ p0ð@cjÞ\S hence
L2nþ1ðp0ð@cj\GÞÞ ¼ 0 as wanted. &
4.2. Superdifferential of c-concave maps when cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2
We now assume that cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2 and prove Theorem 4.4 in that
case.
Lemma 4.11. Let j :Hn-R and let xAp0ð@cjÞ be such that XjjðxÞ; YjjðxÞ exist for
all jAf1;y; ng and ZjðxÞ exists. Then we have
(i)
either @cjðxÞCHn\x 
 L;
and then @cjðxÞ ¼ fyg is a singleton with y1 
 x ¼ ðx; Z; tÞ where
xj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q
XjjðxÞ  2ZjðxÞYjjðxÞ;
Zj ¼ 2ZjðxÞXjjðxÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q
YjjðxÞ;
jxþ iZj ¼ jrHjðxÞj; t ¼ 2jrHjðxÞj
2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q ZjðxÞ;
(ii)
or @cjðxÞCx 
 L:
Moreover, when (ii) holds and @cjðxÞ\fxga|; we have
rHjðxÞ ¼ 0 and jZjðxÞj ¼ 12: ð4:12Þ
Proof. First of all let us compute the derivatives of the function cy :H
n-R; cyðxÞ :
¼ dgðy1 
 xÞ2=2: If yAHn; yax; we have
XjcyðxÞ ¼
ðxjr2 þ Zj tÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p ; YjcyðxÞ ¼ ðZjr2  xj tÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p ; ZcyðxÞ ¼ t
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p ;
whenever y1 
 x ¼ ðx; Z; tÞ and r ¼ jxþ iZj: In particular
jrHcyðxÞj ¼ r:
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When y ¼ x; using the homogeneity of the gauge distance, we get
2XjcxðxÞ ¼ lim
s-0
dgðdsðejÞÞ2=s ¼ lim
s-0
s ¼ 0 8jAf1;y; ng
and similarly YjcxðxÞ ¼ 0 for all jAf1;y; ng; hence
rHcxðxÞ ¼ 0:
Note that ZcxðxÞ does not exist but we have ZþcxðxÞ ¼ 1=2 and ZcxðxÞ ¼ 1=2:
Next since XjjðxÞ; YjjðxÞ and ZjðxÞ exist by assumption, the minimality of
x0/cyðx0Þ  jðx0Þ at x0 ¼ x when yA@cjðxÞ implies that for such a pair ðx; yÞA@cj
we have XjcyðxÞ ¼ XjjðxÞ and YjcyðxÞ ¼ YjjðxÞ and also ZcyðxÞ ¼ ZjðxÞ whenever
yax:
Let us now prove the alternative of the statement. We argue by contradiction
and ﬁrst assume that one can ﬁnd yA@cjðxÞ\x 
 L and y0A@cjðxÞ-x 
 L: If
y1 
 x ¼ ðx; Z; tÞ and r ¼ jxþ iZj; we have ra0 because y1 
 xeL and it follows
that
jrHjðxÞj ¼ jrHcyðxÞj ¼ r40:
On the other hand if y01 
 x ¼ ðx0; Z0; t0Þ and r0 ¼ jx0 þ iZ0j; then r0 ¼ 0 because now
y01 
 xAL and the same argument gives
rHjðxÞ ¼ 0
and thus the required contradiction. Note that if y0ax then t0a0; ZjðxÞ ¼
Zcy0 ðxÞ ¼ t0=2jt0j and (4.12) follows. Next it remains to show that @cjðxÞ\x 
 L is a
singleton whenever it is not empty. With the same notation as above where
yA@cjðxÞ\x 
 L; y1 
 x ¼ ðx; Z; tÞ and r ¼ jxþ iZj; we have already proved that
r ¼ jrHjðxÞj: Then, thanks to the expression of ZcyðxÞ and recalling that ZjðxÞ ¼
ZcyðxÞ because yax; we get that jZjðxÞjo1=2 and
t ¼ 2jrHjðxÞj
2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q ZjðxÞ:
Finally, once r40 and t are given, ðxj; ZjÞ is the unique solution of the 2 2
system
r2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p xj þ tﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p Zj ¼ XjjðxÞ;
 tﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p xj þ r2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r4 þ t2
p Zj ¼ YjjðxÞ:
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Hence y ¼ x 
 ðx; Z; tÞ1 is uniquely determined as claimed and one gets the explicit
form of xþ iZ taking into account the expression of r and t and solving these
systems. &
Now to prove that @cj is, up to a null set, a measurable graph when j is a locally
Lipschitz c-concave function, it will be sufﬁcient to rule out the case where (ii)
happens together with @cjðxÞ\fxga|: This will be an easy consequence of the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.13. Let j :Hn-R be a c-concave and locally Lipschitz map. Then, for all
jAf1;y; ng; we have
L2nþ1ðfxAHn;XjjðxÞ ¼ YjjðxÞ ¼ 0; ZjðxÞa0gÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Let j :Hn-R be a c-concave and locally Lipschitz map, ﬁx jAf1;y; ng
and set
S :¼ fxAHn;XjjðxÞ ¼ YjjðxÞ ¼ 0; ZjðxÞa0g:
First recall that Xjj and Yjj exist a.e. by Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.4, Zj also
exists a.e. by Lemma 4.6 and Xjj; Yjj and ZjALNlocðHnÞ: Next it follows from [2,
Theorem 4.3] that Xjj and YjjABVH;loc (we refer to [2] and the references therein
for the deﬁnition and more details about the intrinsic BV space BVH). Then it
follows from the differentiability properties of BVH functions proved in [2] (in
particular Theorem 2.2 there) that Xjj and Yjj are approximately differentiable a.e.
in Hn with zero approximate differential a.e. on S: Then, once again by Ambrosio
and Magnani [2, Theorem 2.2], we get that the measure XjYjj YjXjj has zero
absolutely continuous part with respect to L2nþ1 on S: On the other hand this
measure coincides with the measure 4Zj dL2nþ1 which has nonvanishing
absolutely continuous part on S: Hence L2nþ1ðSÞ ¼ 0: &
We have now all the ingredients to prove Theorem 4.4 in a similar way as in the
case of the Carnot–Carathe´odory distance.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let j :Hn-R be a c-concave and locally Lipschitz
map. If
S ¼ fxAp0ð@cjÞ;XjjðxÞ; YjjðxÞ exist for all jAf1;y; ng; ZjðxÞ existsg;
then L2nþ1ðp0ð@cjÞ\SÞ ¼ 0 for the same reasons as in the case of the Carnot–
Carathe´odory distance (j is locally Lipschitz and Zj exists a.e. by Lemma 4.6). Next
it follows from Lemma 4.13 and (4.12) that either case (i) in Lemma 4.11 or @cjðxÞ ¼
fxg hold for a.e. xAp0ð@cjÞ: Let us denote by Sˆ the set of such points and by cðxÞ
the unique point in @cjðxÞ when xASˆ: The map c is measurable because of the
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formulas in (i) of Lemma 4.11. Finally if G denotes the graph of c over Sˆ; as in the
case where cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2; we have L2nþ1ðp0ð@cj\GÞÞ ¼L2nþ1ðp0ð@cjÞ\SˆÞ ¼
L2nþ1ðp0ð@cjÞ\SÞ ¼ 0: &
5. Optimal transportation
We consider in this section the problem of optimal transportation inHn associated
to the cost functions cðx; yÞ ¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 or cðx; yÞ ¼ dgðx; yÞ2=2:
Before stating the main result of this paper we introduce a new notation, useful to
make the connection with McCann’s existence theorem more clear. We interpret the
CC-spherical coordinates introduced in Section 3 as some kind of generalized
exponential coordinates on Hn: For any A þ iBACn and wA½p=2; p=2 we set
expHðA þ iB; wÞ :¼ F
A þ iB
jA þ iBj; 4 w; jA þ iBj
 
where F is the deﬁning function for the CC-spherical coordinates given in (3.6) and
(3.60), with the convention that expHðA þ iB; wÞ ¼ 0 whenever A þ iB ¼ 0: Recall
that it follows from Proposition 3.9 that expH is a C
1 diffeomorphism from
ðCn\f0gÞ  ðp=2; p=2Þ onto Hn\L and that expHðA þ iB; wÞALþ\f0g; resp. L\f0g;
if and only if w ¼ p=2; resp. w ¼ p=2: This ‘‘exponential’’ map should not be
confused with the canonical exponential map of the theory of Lie groups (mapping
the Lie algebra onto the Lie group). Actually in this paper we always tacitly
identiﬁed elements of the group and elements of the Lie algebra, so that the
canonical exponential map never appeared in a explicit form.
A motivation for such a terminology and notation comes from the following
relation between CC-spherical coordinates and velocities of sub-unit minimal
geodesics in ðHn; dcÞ: If x ¼ Fða þ ib; v; rÞAHn\L with ða þ ib; v; rÞAD and if
g : ½0; r-Hn denotes the sub-unit minimal geodesic in ðHn; dcÞ joining 0 to x (whose
equation is given by (3.3) or (3.30)), then the curve l : ½0; 1-Hn deﬁned by lðsÞ ¼
gðsrÞ satisﬁes
’ljðsÞ ¼ vlnþjðsÞ þ ajr;
’lnþjðsÞ ¼ vljðsÞ þ bjr;
’l2nþ1ðsÞ ¼ 2
Xn
j¼1
lnþjðsÞ’ljðsÞ  ljðsÞ’lnþjðsÞ:
Hence CC-spherical coordinates ða þ ib; v; rÞAD and H-exponential coordinates
ðA þ iB; wÞACn\f0g  ðp=2; p=2Þ are related to the velocity of l through the
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relation ’ljð0Þ ¼ aj r ¼ Aj; ’lnþjð0Þ ¼ bj r ¼ Bj for all jAf1;y; ng and the fact that l is
an horizontal curve. Moreover it turns out, as we shall see in Lemma 6.8, that one
can also recover these H-exponential coordinates as the limit of canonical
approximating Riemannian exponential coordinates.
Theorem 5.1 (Optimal transport for c ¼ d2c =2). Let m and n be two Borel probability
measures on Hn: Assume that m is absolutely continuous with respect to L2nþ1 and thatZ
Hn
dcðxÞ2 dmðxÞ þ
Z
Hn
dcðyÞ2 dnðyÞoþN: ð5:2Þ
Then there exists a unique optimal transport plan from m to n; and this plan is induced
by a map c: If spt n is compact, c is given by
cðxÞ :¼ x 
 expHðXjðxÞ  iYjðxÞ;ZjðxÞÞ for m-a:e: xAHn ð5:3Þ
for some c-concave and locally Lipschitz map j:
Conversely, if c is representable as in (5.3) for some map j such that
XjðxÞ; YjðxÞ; ZjðxÞ exist and jðxÞ ¼ min
yAHn
cðx; yÞ  jcðyÞ
for m-a:e: xAHn ð5:4Þ
and if Z
Hn
dcðxÞ2 þ dcðcðxÞÞ2 dmðxÞoþN ð5:5Þ
then c is the optimal transport map between m and n :¼ c#m:
Here jcðyÞ :¼ infxAHn cðx; yÞ  jðxÞ is the so-called c-transform of j: Note that
the second condition in (5.4) is slightly stronger than c-concavity, since it requires the
inﬁmum to be attained. But this will be necessary in view of (5.6).
Proof. We ﬁrst prove that any optimal planning c from m to n is concentrated on a
graph, so that c ¼ ðId  cÞ#m for some admissible, and then optimal, map c: As c is
continuous and (5.2) holds, the duality theory for the optimal transport problem (see
for instance [3] and also [15,30,35]) imply the existence of a Kantorovich potential j;
i.e., a c-concave map j :Hn-R such that c is optimal if and only if
cðx; yÞ ¼ jðxÞ þ jcðyÞ c-a:e: ð5:6Þ
Note also that the inequality jðxÞ þ jcðyÞpcðx; yÞ is always satisﬁed, so that
cðx0; yÞ  jðx0Þ attains its minimum, equal to jcðyÞ; at x0 ¼ x for c-a.e. ðx; yÞAHn 
Hn: It follows that any optimal c is concentrated on the c-superdifferential @cj of j:
Note also that since the ﬁrst marginal of c is m we also have @cjðxÞa| for m-a.e. x:
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Finally, we recall that when spt n is bounded then, by construction, j can
represented as in (4.2) with Y bounded, and therefore is locally Lipschitz in Hn:
For any integer R40 we deﬁne
jRðxÞ :¼ inf
yABRð0Þ
cðx; yÞ  jcðyÞ
and note that jR is c-concave, locally Lipschitz according to Lemma 4.5, c-concave
and jRXj: One can apply Theorem 4.4 to obtain that for L
2nþ1-a.e. (and then m-
a.e.) xAp0ð@cjRÞ the c-superdifferential @cjRðxÞ at x is a singleton. This implies that
@cjðxÞ is also a singleton. Indeed assume that one can ﬁnd y and y0A@cjðxÞ and take
R large enough so that R4maxðdcðyÞ; dcðy0ÞÞ: Then, since yABRð0Þ; we have for all
x0AHn that jRðx0Þpcðx0; yÞ  jcðyÞ: It follows
cðx; yÞ  jRðxÞpcðx; yÞ  jðxÞ ¼ jcðyÞpcðx0; yÞ  jRðx0Þ
hence yA@cjRðxÞ: Similarly we have y0A@cjRðxÞ hence y ¼ y0 and @cjðxÞ is a
singleton for m-a.e. x; i.e., any optimal c is concentrated on a graph as claimed.
Uniqueness follow from the linearity of the Kantorovich formulation together
with the representation of any optimal planning as measures induced by a transport
map. Let c and c0 be two optimal transport maps from m to n: The plannings
c ¼ ðId  cÞ#m and c0 ¼ ðId  c0Þ#m are both optimal. By linearity c00 ¼ ðcþ c0Þ=2 is
still optimal and thus is induced by a transport map c00; that is, c00 ¼ ðId  c00Þ#m:
But this is possible only if c00 ¼ c ¼ c0 m-a.e. on Hn:
Now we show representation (5.3). As spt nCBRð0Þ for some R40; it follows that
j is c-concave and locally Lipschitz, therefore we can apply Theorem 4.4 directly to
j: Then the explicit formula for y follows by (4.9) and by the deﬁnition of expH:
Now we show that representation (5.3), together with (5.4) and (5.5), implies
minimality of c: Again by (5.6) the optimality of ðId  cÞ#m would be proved if we
show that cðx;cðxÞÞ ¼ jðxÞ þ jcðcðxÞÞ for m-a.e. x: By (5.4) we can consider with
no loss of generality points x where XjðxÞ; YjðxÞ and ZjðxÞ exist. Moreover, we
can also assume that there exists y such that jðxÞ ¼ cðx; yÞ  jcðyÞ: It follows that
cðx0; yÞ  jðx0ÞXjcðyÞ ¼ cðx; yÞ  jðxÞ
for all x0AHn hence yA@cjðxÞ and Theorem 4.4 together with (4.9) and the deﬁnition
of expH yield y ¼ cðxÞ: &
Example 5.7 (Optimality of right translations). Let m be a Borel probability measure
on Hn; absolutely continuous with respect toL2nþ1 and with compact support. Then
the right translations c of the form cðxÞ :¼ x 
 x0 for some x0AHn are optimal
transport maps from m to n :¼ c#m relative to the cost cðx; yÞ :¼ dcðx; yÞ2=2 if and
only if x0 ¼ ½z0; 0 for some z0ACn: Indeed if x0 ¼ 0 this is obvious. On the other
hand we know that if a map c is an optimal transport then cðxÞex 
 L for m-a.e.
xAHn (remember Lemma 4.7) hence right translations associated to any x0AL
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cannot be optimal. Next note that since m has compact support, (5.5) holds for any
right translation cðxÞ ¼ x 
 x0: For simplicity, let us work from now on in H1
(arguments are similar in Hn). Let x0 ¼ ðx0; Z0; t0ÞAH1\L be ﬁxed and assume that
the associated right translation is optimal. It follows from the representation (5.3)
that one must have x0 ¼ expHðX1jðxÞ  iY1jðxÞ; ZjðxÞÞ for some c-concave and
locally Lipschitz map j: One can also assume with no loss of generality that jð0Þ ¼
0: Then it is not hard to see, using the commutator relations, that this implies that
t0 ¼ 0 and jðx; Z; tÞ ¼ x0x Z0Z: Conversely let x0 ¼ ðx0; Z0; 0ÞAH1\f0g be ﬁxed,
set jðx; Z; tÞ ¼ x0x Z0Z and let us prove that j satisﬁes (5.4) so that the associated
right translation cðxÞ ¼ x 
 x0 ¼ x 
 expHðX1jðxÞ  iY1jðxÞ; ZjðxÞÞ is optimal
according to Theorem 5.1. Since X1j; Y1j and Zj exist everywhere, the conclusion
will follow if we prove that
jðxÞ ¼ min
yAH1
cðx; yÞ  jðx0Þ
2
þ jðyÞ: ð5:8Þ
Thus let x ¼ ðxx; Zx; txÞ be ﬁxed and set f ðyÞ :¼ cðx; yÞ  jðx0Þ=2þ jðyÞ: We ﬁrst
prove that f attains its inﬁmum onH1: On one hand, remembering that dcXC0 dg for
some absolute constant C040; we have for all ðx; Z; tÞAH1
f ðx; Z; tÞXC dgðx; ðx; Z; tÞÞ2  jðx0Þ
2
þ jðx; Z; tÞ
X 21Cðjx xxj2 þ jZ Zxj2 þ jt  tx  2ðxZx  ZxxÞjÞ 
jðx0Þ
2
 x0x Z0Z
XC1x
2  C01jxj þ C2Z2  C02jZj þ C3jtj  C4
for some suitable positive constants which depends only on x and x0: It follows
that one can ﬁnd M40 large enough so that f ðyÞ4jðxÞ for all y ¼ ðx; Z; tÞ
such that maxðjxj; jZj; jtjÞXM: On the other hand we have f ðx 
 x0Þ ¼ jðxÞ:
Then since f is continuous and hence reaches its minimum on the compact set
fðx; Z; tÞAH1;maxðjxj; jZj; jtjÞpMg; it follows immediately that f reaches its
minimum on H1 as well. Finally, let y0AH1 be such that f is minimal at y0 and let
us prove that y0 ¼ x 
 x0 so that (5.8) holds. First since f ðxÞ4jðxÞ ¼ f ðx 
 x0Þ we
have y0ax: Next recall that y/cxðyÞ :¼ cðx; yÞ is differentiable along Z on Hn\fxg
and along X1 and Y1 onH
n\x 
 L (see (3.5) and Lemma 3.11). If y0Ax 
 L\fxg then we
get by minimality of f at y0 that Zcxðy0Þ ¼ Zf ðy0Þ ¼ 0: On the other hand it
follows from (3.5) that jZcxðy0Þj ¼ p=2 which gives a contradiction. Hence y0ex 
 L:
Then setting x1 
 y0 ¼ expHðA þ iB; wÞ with ðA þ iB; wÞAC\f0g  ðp=2; p=2Þ and
using once again the minimality of f at y0 together with (3.12)–(3.14), we get
w ¼ Zcxðy0Þ ¼ Zf ðy0Þ ¼ 0 hence w ¼ 0 and A ¼ X1cxðy0Þ ¼ X1jðy0Þ ¼ x0; B ¼
Y1cxðy0Þ ¼ Y1jðy0Þ ¼ Z0 hence y0 ¼ x 
 x0 as claimed.
Remark 5.9. Representation (5.3) holds even when spt n is not compact, provided
differentials are replaced by approximate differentials. We recall that j is said to be
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approximately differentiable at x if there exists #j differentiable at x such that
fja #jg has 0 density at x: The approximate differential is by deﬁnition the
differential of #j at x: As the proof of the theorem shows, m-a.e. point x is of density 1
for fj ¼ jRg for some R40 and a differentiability point of jR; therefore j is
approximately differentiable m-a.e.
In the next theorem we consider the case when c ¼ d2g=2: Its proof is identical to
the proof of Theorem 5.1, being based on the general duality theory for the optimal
transport problem and on Theorem 4.4 together with Lemma 4.11.
Theorem 5.10 (Optimal transport for c ¼ d2g=2). Let m and n be two Borel probability
measures on Hn: Assume that m is absolutely continuous with respect to L2nþ1 and that
(5.2) holds. Then there exists a unique optimal transport plan from m to n; and this plan
is induced by a map c: If spt n is compact, there exists a c-concave and locally Lipschitz
function j such that the coordinates ðx; Z; tÞ of ðcðxÞÞ1 
 x are given for m-a.e. xAHn
such that cðxÞax by
xj ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q
XjjðxÞ  2ZjðxÞYjjðxÞ;
Zj ¼ 2ZjðxÞXjjðxÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q
YjjðxÞ;
jxþ iZj ¼ jrHjðxÞj; t ¼ 2jrHjðxÞj
2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 4jZjðxÞj2
q ZjðxÞ:
Conversely, if c is representable as above for some c-concave map j which satisfies
(5.4) and if Z
Hn
dgðxÞ2 þ dgðcðxÞÞ2 dmðxÞoþN
then c is the optimal transport map between m and n :¼ c#m:
6. The Riemannian approximation
To ﬁx the ideas we shall denote by M the set R2nþ1 equipped with the usual
euclidean topology and with its trivial structure of manifold. Note that as a
topological space and as a manifold, M andHn coincide. For any e40; we denote by
Me the manifold M equipped with the Riemannian structure where the metric tensor
at the point x has
X1;y; Xn; Y1;y; Yn; Ze :¼ eZ
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as an orthonormal basis. We denote by de the induced Riemannian distance,
deðx; yÞ :¼ inf
Z 1
0
j’lðsÞje ds;
where the inﬁmum is taken among all piecewise C1 curves l : ½0; 1-Me such that
lð0Þ ¼ x; lð1Þ ¼ y; and where
j’lðsÞje ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXn
j¼1
’ljðsÞ2 þ ’lnþjðsÞ2 þ ’leðsÞ2
r
whenever
’lðsÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
’ljðsÞXjðlðsÞÞ þ ’lnþjðsÞYjðlðsÞÞ þ ’leðsÞZe:
More generally, given a piecewise C1 curve l : ½0; 1-Me; we denote by
ð’l1ðsÞ;y; ’l2nðsÞ; ’leðsÞÞ the coordinates of ’lðsÞATlðsÞMe in the basis XjðlðsÞÞ; YjðlðsÞÞ;
Ze and by ðl1ðsÞ;y; l2nþ1ðsÞÞ the usual cartesian coordinates of lðsÞ; i.e., when
expressed in the canonical basis of MeCR2nþ1: Simple computations show that ’ljðsÞ
coincides for all jAf1;y; 2ng with the jth usual cartesian coordinate of the
derivative ’lðsÞ of lðsÞ and that its ð2n þ 1Þth cartesian coordinate ’l2nþ1ðsÞ is related to
ð’l1ðsÞ;y; ’l2nðsÞ; ’leðsÞÞ through the relation,
’leðsÞ ¼ 1e
’l2nþ1ðsÞ  2
Xn
j¼1
lnþjðsÞ ’ljðsÞ  ljðsÞ’lnþjðsÞ
 !
:
Note that the distance de is left invariant with respect to the translations on H
n;
each vector ﬁeld Xj; Yj; Ze being itself left invariant. On the other hand it is not hard
to see that
deðx; yÞpde0 ðx; yÞpdcðx; yÞ ð6:1Þ
for all x; yAM and 0oe0pe: It turns out that ðHn; dcÞ arises as the limit of the
approximating Riemannian manifolds Me in the sense that
dcðx; yÞ ¼ sup
e40
deðx; yÞ
for all x; yAHn (see [18]).
Going back to the mass transportation problem, we ﬁx for the rest of this section
two Borel probability measures m and n on M with m absolutely continuous with
respect to L2nþ1 and satisfying (5.2). We set
ceðx; yÞ :¼ 12 deðx; yÞ2 and cðx; yÞ :¼ 12 dcðx; yÞ2:
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By (5.2) we get Z
M
deðxÞ2 dmðxÞ þ
Z
M
deðyÞ2 dnðyÞoþN;
and it follows from McCann’s results [24] that there exists a unique optimal
transport map ce from m to n relative to the cost ce: We prove ﬁrst that one can
recover our optimal transport map c relative to the cost c as the limit of these
transports ce:
Theorem 6.2. Let m and n be two Borel probability measures with m absolutely
continuous with respect to L2nþ1 and satisfying (5.2). Then the optimal transport maps
ce : Me-Me from m to n relative to the cost ce converge in m-measure as e-0 to the
optimal transport c : Hn-Hn from m to n relative to the cost c:
Proof. We consider Pðm; nÞ; the class of all transport plannings from m to n;
equipped with the restriction of any distance inducing the weak-% topology in the
duality with CbðM  MÞ; the set of all continuous and bounded functions on M 
M: Recall that for this topology Pðm; nÞ is compact. For cAPðm; nÞ and e40; we set
FeðcÞ :¼
Z
MM
ceðx; yÞ dc and FðcÞ :¼
Z
MM
cðx; yÞ dc
and we ﬁrst prove that any limit point of optimal transport plannings from m to n
relative to the cost ce; i.e., minimizers of Fe on Pðm; nÞ; is an optimal transport
planning from m to n relative to the cost c: This will follow from the G-convergence in
Pðm; nÞ of Fe to F :
We prove ﬁrst the lim inf inequality in the deﬁnition of G-convergence. We take
cAPðm; nÞ and a sequence ðceÞ in Pðm; nÞ which converges to c: Let d40 be ﬁxed,
UCM  M be a bounded open set and jACcðM  MÞ be such that 0pjp1 and
j  1 on U : As ceXcd whenever epd we have
lim inf
e-0
FeðceÞX lim inf
e-0
Z
MM
jðx; yÞcdðx; yÞ dceX
Z
U
cdðx; yÞ dc:
Letting UmM  M and dk0 we get
lim inf
e-0
FeðceÞXFðcÞ:
Next by the monotone convergence theorem it is obvious that lime-0 FeðcÞ ¼ FðcÞ
for all cAPðm; nÞ: This proves the G-convergence of Fe to F and it follows from the
compactness of Pðm; nÞ that any limit point of minimizers for Fe is a minimizer for F
(see for instance [10]). On the other hand one knows from Theorem 5.1 that there is a
unique minimizer c for F given by c ¼ ðId  cÞ#m; where c is the unique optimal
transport map from m to n relative to the cost c: In particular it follows that
ce ¼ ðId  ceÞ#m converges to c:
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Let us now prove that this implies the convergence of ce to c in m-measure, i.e.,
that for all d40;
lim
e-0
mðfxAM; dcðceðxÞ;cðxÞÞXdgÞ ¼ 0:
We argue here as in [3]. Let d40 be ﬁxed and ﬁx also some Z40: Let *cACcðMÞ be
such that
mðfxAM;cðxÞa *cðxÞgÞpZ=4:
Take a compact set KCfxAM;cðxÞ ¼ *cðxÞg such that mðM\KÞpZ=2; UCM open
containing K and such that mðU\KÞpZ=2; and ﬁnally jACcðMÞ; 0pjp1; such that
j  1 on K and spt jCU : Let gACðMÞ; 0pgp1; be such that gð0Þ ¼ 0 and
gðxÞ ¼ 1 if dcð0; xÞXd and set f ðx; yÞ ¼ jðxÞgðy1 
 *cðxÞÞ: Then fACbðM  MÞ
and
mðfxAM; dcðceðxÞ;cðxÞÞXdgÞp Z=2þ mðfxAK ; dcðceðxÞ; *cðxÞÞXdgÞ
p Z=2þ
Z
M
f ðx;ceðxÞÞ dm
¼ Z=2þ
Z
MM
f ðx; yÞ dce:
It follows
lim sup
e-0
mðfxAM; dcðceðxÞ;cðxÞÞXdgÞp Z=2þ
Z
MM
f ðx; yÞ dc
¼ Z=2þ
Z
M
jðxÞgððcðxÞÞ1 
 *cðxÞÞ dm
p Z=2þ mðU\KÞpZ:
We conclude letting Zk0: &
McCann [24] gives moreover a characterization of the optimal transport map ce in
terms of some ce-concave potential whose gradient—and its norm—speciﬁes the
direction—and how far—to move the mass geodesically in Me: In our present setting
this means that
ceðxÞ ¼ expexðrejeðxÞÞ ð6:3Þ
for m-a.e. xAMe; where expex is the Riemannian exponential of Me;
rejeðxÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
XjjeðxÞXj þ YjjeðxÞYj þ ZejeðxÞZeATxMe
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is the gradient of je and je is a Kantorovich potential, i.e., a ce-concave function
such that c is optimal if and only if
ceðx; yÞ ¼ jeðxÞ þ jceðyÞ c-a:e: ð6:4Þ
A byproduct of McCann’s argument is also the fact that the curve
s/expexðsrejeðxÞÞ is a minimal geodesic in ½0; 1 for m-a.e. x: We investigate
now the asymptotic behavior of the Riemannian exponential maps expe and of these
potentials, our aim being to get an analogue of the representation (6.3) in the sub-
Riemannian setting.
Note that, in the approximating Riemannian context, using the left translations inHn;
one can always take without loss of generality 0 as a base point when computing the
exponential map expe: Indeed, for any xAMe and w ¼
Pn
j¼1 wjXjðxÞ þ wnþjYjðxÞ þ
w2nþ1ZeATxMe; we have
expex w ¼ x 
 expe0 v; ð6:5Þ
where v ¼Pnj¼1 wjXjð0Þ þ wnþjYjð0Þ þ w2nþ1ZeAT0Me: This follows from the left
invariance of the distance de and from the fact that if l : ½0; 1-Me is a C1 curve and
l˜ : ½0; 1-Me is deﬁned by l˜ðsÞ ¼ x1 
 lðsÞ then
’˜lðsÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
’ljðsÞXjðl˜ðsÞÞ þ ’lnþjðsÞYjðl˜ðsÞÞ þ ’leðsÞZe:
Next we characterize the exponential map expe0 and the geodesic equations using
locally minimal geodesics in Me:
Proposition 6.6. Let e40 be fixed. Let v ¼Pnj¼1 vjXjð0Þ þ vnþjYjð0Þ þ
v2nþ1ZeAT0Me: Then expe0 v ¼ lð1Þ; where l : ½0; 1-Me is the unique curve such that
lð0Þ ¼ 0 and
’ljðsÞ ¼ 4e v2nþ1 lnþjðsÞ þ vj;
’lnþjðsÞ ¼  4e v2nþ1 ljðsÞ þ vnþj;
’leðsÞ ¼ v2nþ1
for all sA½0; 1:
Proof. First recall that since Me is connected and ðMe; deÞ is complete, the map expe0
is well deﬁned everywhere on T0Me: Next it is well known that, being any geodesic in
Me locally distance minimizing, any geodesic with constant speed locally minimizes
the L2 energy of curves as well: if vAT0Me and l : ½0; 1-Me denotes the geodesic
starting from 0 with velocity ’lð0Þ ¼ v; then for all tAð0; 1Þ one can ﬁnd d ¼ dðtÞ40
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such that Z tþd
td
j’lðsÞj2e ds ¼ min
Z tþd
td
j’˜lðsÞj2e ds; ð6:7Þ
where the minimum is among all piecewise C1 curves l˜ : ½t  d; t þ d-Me such that
l˜ðt  dÞ ¼ lðt  dÞ and l˜ðt þ dÞ ¼ lðt þ dÞ:
Rewriting j’leðsÞje in cartesian coordinates and doing standard ﬁrst variations of the
form ZAR/l þ Z j ej; where jAC1c ððt  d; t þ dÞÞ and jAf1;y; 2n þ 1g; we get
from (6.7) that
d
ds
’lj  2e
’lelnþj
 
¼ 2
e
’le ’lnþj;
d
ds
’lnþj þ 2e
’lelj
 
¼ 2
e
’le ’lj
for all jAf1;y; ng and
d
ds
ð’leÞ ¼ 0
on a neighborhood of all tAð0; 1Þ; hence on ð0; 1Þ and ﬁnally on ½0; 1 by continuity.
It follows in particular that ’le is constant and thus ’leðsÞ ¼ ’leð0Þ ¼ v2nþ1 for all
sA½0; 1: Next we get from the two ﬁrst families of equations that for all jAf1;y; ng
one can ﬁnd two constants aj and anþj such that
’ljðsÞ  2e v2nþ1lnþjðsÞ ¼
2
e
v2nþ1lnþjðsÞ þ aj ;
’lnþjðsÞ þ 2e v2nþ1 ljðsÞ ¼ 
2
e
v2nþ1ljðsÞ þ anþj
for all sA½0; 1: Since lð0Þ ¼ 0 and ’lð0Þ ¼ v we get that aj ¼ vj for all jAf1;y; 2ng
and the lemma follows. &
The connection between these exponential coordinates and the map expH is now
given by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.8. Let ve ¼Pnj¼1 vej Xjð0Þ þ venþjYjð0Þ þ ve2nþ1ZeAT0Me be such that the
geodesic leðsÞ :¼ expe0ðsveÞ is minimal in ½0; 1 and assume that lime-0 expe0 ve ¼ x for
some xAHn\f0g: Let ðA þ iB; wÞACn\f0g  ½p=2;p=2 be such that x ¼ expHðA þ
iB; wÞ: Then we have
lim
e-0
ve2nþ1
e
¼ w:
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If moreover xAHn\L; we also have
lim
e-0
vej ¼ Aj ; lime-0 v
e
nþj ¼ Bj:
Proof. First we note that jveje ¼ deð0; expe0 veÞ is bounded hence ðvej Þe40 is bounded
for all jAf1;y; 2n þ 1g: Set leðsÞ :¼ expe0ðsveÞ; sA½0; 1: We show ﬁrst that ve2nþ1 ¼
OðeÞ: Indeed, by integrating the ODE given by Proposition 6.6 we get
lej ðsÞ ¼
evenþj
4ve2nþ1
1 cos 4v
e
2nþ1s
e
 
þ ev
e
j
4ve2nþ1
sin
4ve2nþ1s
e
;
lenþjðsÞ ¼ 
evej
4ve2nþ1
1 cos 4v
e
2nþ1s
e
 
þ ev
e
nþj
4ve2nþ1
sin
4ve2nþ1s
e
le2nþ1ðsÞ ¼ ev2nþ1s þ 2
e
4ve2nþ1
 2 4ve2nþ1s
e
 sin 4v
e
2nþ1s
e
 X2n
j¼1
ðvej Þ2
for any sA½0; 1 and jAf1;y; ng: In particular, if by contradiction jvei2nþ1j=ei-N
for some ei-0; we obtain that l
ei
j ðsÞ-0 for all jAf1;y; 2n þ 1g; hence x ¼
limi l
eið1Þ ¼ 0:
Let v ¼ ðv1;y; v2n; 0Þ be any limit point of ve; along some sequence ei; and assume
that vei2nþ1=ei-v2nþ1: The monotone convergence of de to dc ensures that the limit
curve l : ½0; 1-Hn satisﬁes lð0Þ ¼ 0; lð1Þ ¼ x;
ljðsÞ ¼ vnþjð1 cosð4v2nþ1sÞÞ þ vj sinð4v2nþ1sÞ
4v2nþ1
;
lnþjðsÞ ¼ vjð1 cosð4v2nþ1sÞÞ þ vnþj sinð4v2nþ1sÞ
4v2nþ1
;
’l2nþ1ðsÞ ¼ 2
Xn
j¼1
lnþjðsÞ’ljðsÞ  ljðsÞ’lnþjðsÞ
and is a minimal geodesic with respect to the dc metric. A simple differentiation in
time also shows that l has a constant speed, which must be equal to r ¼ dcð0; xÞ: In
other words, setting gðsÞ ¼ lðs=rÞ; then g : ½0; r-Hn is a sub-unit minimal geodesic in
ðHn; dcÞ joining 0 to x: Alternatively, with the terminology of Section 3, one can also
recognize that g is a curve with parameter ððvj þ ivnþjÞ=r; 4 v2nþ1; rÞ: Then it follows
from the description of sub-unit minimal geodesics given in Theorem 3.4 and the
deﬁnition of expH that one must have v2nþ1 ¼ w: Note that when xAL then A þ iB
is not uniquely determined and one cannot say more about vj for jAf1;y; 2ng: On
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the other hand when xAHn\L it follows from the uniqueness and explicit description
of sub-unit minimal geodesic from 0 to x that one must have vj ¼ Aj and vnþj ¼ Bj
for all jAf1;y; ng: &
We now turn our attention to the ce-concave potentials je; showing that any limit
potential j is c-concave.
Lemma 6.9. Let YCHn be a bounded set with respect to dc: For e40; let
fe : Y-R,fþNg; fecþN: Let us define
jeðxÞ ¼ inf
yAY
ceðx; yÞ þ feðyÞ
and assume that jeð0Þ ¼ 0: Then the family ðjeÞe40 is locally uniformly bounded in the
space of Lipschitz functions on ðHn; dcÞ and hence is relatively compact as e-0 with
respect to the local uniform convergence. Moreover any limit point j is c-concave.
Proof. Let KCHn be any bounded set. It follows from (6.1) that Ye is bounded with
respect to de and then we know by Lemma 4.5 that each je is Lipschitz on K with
respect to the distance de with Lipschitz constant less than supyAY ;zAK deðy; zÞ: Using
(6.1) one gets that je is Lipschitz on K with respect to the distance dc with Lipschitz
constant less than supyAY ;zAK dcðy; zÞ: Then the ﬁrst claim follows by Ascoli–Arzela´
theorem, remembering the normalization jeð0Þ ¼ 0:
Let now j be a limit point of je; along some sequence ei-0: Although a direct
and elementary proof could be given, we prove that j is c-concave using some
general tools from the theory of G-convergence. Without loss of generality we may
assume that Y is compact and fei are lower semicontinuous (if not, we replace Y by
its closure and fei by its lower semicontinuous envelope, deﬁned on the whole
closure). By the compactness properties of G-convergence (see for instance [10]) we
can also assume that fei G-converge as i-N to some lower semicontinuous function
f; and since ceiðx; 
Þ-cðx; 
Þ uniformly on Y the functions ceiðx; 
Þ þ fei G-converge
to cðx; 
Þ þ f: Therefore, the minimum values of these functions, i.e., jei ; converge to
the minimum value of cðx; 
Þ þ f: It follows that
jðxÞ ¼ min
yAY
cðx; yÞ þ fðyÞ ð6:10Þ
is c-concave. &
To conclude, the next theorem gives the behaviour as e goes to zero of the ce-
concave potentials and justiﬁes once more our description in terms of H-exponential
coordinates of the optimal transport map in Hn: Note that the gradients of je are
uniquely determined m-a.e., and therefore the functions je are uniquely determined
up to an additive constant only if L2nþ15m: This is the reason why we only talk
about convergence of gradients in the next theorem.
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Theorem 6.11 (Convergence of gradients of dual potentials). Let m and n be two
Borel probability measures in Hn with m absolutely continuous with respect to L2nþ1;
spt n compact and
R
Hn
dcðxÞ2 dmðxÞoþN: For e40; let je : Me-R be ce-concave
dual potentials as in (6.4), normalized in such a way that jeð0Þ ¼ 0: Then there exists a
locally Lipschitz and c-concave map j :Hn-R such that
Xjje !LplocðdmÞ Xjj; Yjje !LplocðdmÞ Yjj 8jAf1;y; ng
for all 1ppoþN and Zje converges in m-measure to Zj on the set F :¼
fxAHn; cðxÞaxg where c is the optimal transport from m to n relative to the cost c:
Any limit point j of such ce-concave dual potentials je as ek0 has this property.
Proof. First recall that it follows from [24] that one can ﬁnd YCspt n and for any
e40 some fe : Y-R,fþNg such that jeðxÞ ¼ infyAY ceðx; yÞ þ feðyÞ: It follows
from Lemma 6.9 that the family ðjeÞe40 is relatively compact with respect to the
local uniform convergence. Then let j be a limit point of ðjeÞe40 along some
sequence ek-0 so that jk :¼ jek converges to j locally uniformly on Hn:
Note that j is a locally Lipschitz function on Hn equipped with the distance
dc; that j is c-concave by Lemma 6.9 and more precisely satisﬁes (6.10) for
some suitable f: Note also that, according to Lemma 6.9 and Theorem 2.5, Xjjk;
Yjjk; Xjj and Yjj are well-deﬁned L
2nþ1-a.e. on Hn and belong to LNlocðHn; dxÞ
with
sup
k
ðjjXjjkjjLNðK;dxÞ; jjYjjkjjLNðK;dxÞÞoþN ð6:12Þ
for any compact set K and jAf1;y; ng: Using Theorem 6.2 and passing to a
subsequence if necessary one can also assume that the optimal transport maps
ckðxÞ :¼ x 
 expe0ðrekjkðxÞÞ
relative to cek converge m-a.e. to the optimal transport map c relative to c: On the
other hand, as stressed just before, j satisﬁes (5.4) and since spt n is compact one also
have (5.5), hence one gets from the characterization of minimality in Theorem 5.1
that
cðxÞ ¼ x 
 expHðXjðxÞ  iYjðxÞ;ZjðxÞÞ
for m-a.e. x: Then, using Lemma 6.8 and the fact that x1 
 cðxÞeL for m-a.e. xAF
(remember Lemma 4.7) we get that
lim
k-þN
XjjkðxÞ ¼ XjðxÞ; lim
k-þN
YjjkðxÞ ¼ YjðxÞ;
lim
k-þN
ZjkðxÞ ¼ ZjðxÞ; ð6:13Þ
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for m-a.e. xAF : In particular it follows that Zje converges in m-measure to Zj on F :
On Hn\F we note that Xjþ iYj ¼ 0 and since
jXjkðxÞ þ iYjkðxÞjpdekð0; x1 
 ckðxÞÞ
the m-a.e. convergence of ck to c yields the m-a.e. convergence of Xjk to Xj and of
Yjk to Yj also on H
n\F : By (6.12) we obtain the local LpðdmÞ-convergence of
the horizontal derivatives remembering that m is absolutely continuous with respect
to L2nþ1: &
We have not been able to prove convergence of Zje on fcðxÞ ¼ xg; due to the fact
that the exponential coordinates of the identity are not uniquely deﬁned (since
expHð0; wÞ ¼ 0 for any wA½p=2; p=2). The convergence of Zje on this set
presumably requires an analysis similar to the one made in Lemma 4.13 for the
distance d2g :
7. Extensions and open problems
In this section, we discuss some open problems and possible extensions of our
results.
(a) More general spaces and cost functions: Our results still hold, with minor
modiﬁcations, if c ¼ d2=2 is replaced by c ¼ dp=p for some pX2 (here d ¼ dc or
d ¼ dg). In the case c ¼ dpc =p the formula for the optimal transport map becomes
cðxÞ ¼ x 
 expHðjrHjj
2p
p1ðXjþ iYjÞ;jrHjj
42p
p1 ZjÞ m-a:e:
Concerning the extension of our results to general groups, we already pointed out
that some of our results depend on explicit computation of geodesics. In particular it
would be interesting to know whether the property that Zd2cAL
N has a more general
validity, at least in step 2 Carnot groups. More generally, one can look for general
semiconcavity estimates for d2c along the horizontal directions in general Carnot
groups.
(b) Regularity of the optimal transport map: Assume that m ¼ fL2nþ1 and n ¼
gL2nþ1: In the Euclidean case the optimal transport map c is the gradient of a
convex real-valued function, the function f :¼ 1
2
jxj2  j (here j is the Kantorovich
potential). Since gradients of convex functions are differentiable a.e. (see for instance
[1], where these properties are studied in a more general framework), one can use the
area formula (see for instance [23]) to write the condition c#m ¼ n in a pointwise
form
detðr2fÞ ¼ detðrcÞ ¼ gðrfÞ
f
:
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Moreover, Caffarelli’s regularity theory [8,9] for the Monge–Ampe´re equation yields
the smoothness of c; provided f ; g are smooth and spt g is convex.
All these facts are still to be understood in Hn: In particular, we do not know
whether the map c is sufﬁciently regular to apply the area formula in Carnot groups,
recently established in [22,34]. This problem might be related to the convexity
properties recently studied in [11,21] and with the formulation of the Monge–
Ampere equation in Hn:
(c) Non-linear interpolation in Hn: Let P2ðHnÞ the space of probability measures in
Hn with ﬁnite second-order moments, endowed with the Wasserstein metric
W2ðm; nÞ :¼ min
c
Z
HnHn
1
2
d2c ðx; yÞ dc
 1=2
(here c varies in the family Pðm; nÞ of admissible transport plannings). If m5L2nþ1
and c ¼ expHðXjþ iYj;ZjÞ is the optimal transport map between m and n; one
can easily show that the family of measures
mt :¼ ct#m with ctðxÞ :¼ x 
 expHðtXj itYj;t2ZjÞ
is a geodesic in P2ðHnÞ connecting m and n; i.e. W2ðm; mtÞ þ W2ðmt; nÞ ¼ W2ðm; nÞ for
any tA½0; 1: It is not presently clear whether, as in the Euclidean case, all measures mt
for tA½0; 1Þ are absolutely continuous.
(d) Relation between the two distances dc and dg: By deﬁnition dc is a geodesic
metric, i.e. for any pair of points x; yAHn there exists a Lipschitz curve connecting x
and y whose length, computed with respect to dc; is dcðx; yÞ: The relation between dc
and dg is discussed in [19], where it is shown that the length of any Lipschitz curve
computed with respect to dg coincides with the length computed with respect to dc
(the heuristic reason for that is that inﬁnitesimally both metrics have the same
behavior in the horizontal directions). In particular this implies that the geodesic
metric d˜g associated to dg; deﬁned by
d˜gðx; yÞ :¼ infflengthdgðgÞ : g : ½0; 1-Hn Lipschitz; gð0Þ ¼ x; gð1Þ ¼ yg
coincides with dc: While the choice of dc is more natural, especially in connection
with the Riemannian approximation, explicit computations are usually much simpler
with dg: It is for these reasons that both metrics have been considered in this paper.
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